MAGIC FEATHERS

Magic Feathers is a memory game,
except that all of the tiles that you're
trying to collect are face up! The
challenge is you must take two
P
feathers from a magical bird and
blow those feathers — one at a time
— onto matching tiles in order to
claim them. Whoever collects the
most tiles wins!
2-5 Players
15 Minutes
Ages 4+

IF YOU LIKE THIS GAME, TRY
ANIMAL UPON ANIMAL!

Game Type
Children's
Dexterity

Game Mechanism
Memory
Set Collection

Game Theme
Animals

Inventory
1 magic bird
5 floating feathers
5 replacement feathers
40 animal tiles
1 set of instructions

P

Search for more library board games http://mclinc.polarislibrary.com
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024 1 $a4010168221274
040 $aPaGlCTL $beng $erda $cPaGlCTL
245 00 $aMagic feathers $h[game] / $cStefanie Schütz.
264 1 $aBad Rodach, Germany : $bHaba Games, $c2016.
300 $a1 game (1 magic bird, 10 floating feathers, 40 animal tiles (2 of each animal), rule
booklet) : $bwood, cardboard, feathers, paper ; $cin box 24 x 16 cm
336 $atactile three-dimensional form $btcf $2rdacontent
337 $aunmediated $bn $2rdamedia
338 $aobject $bnr $2rdacarrier
500 $a"Magic floating feather memory game"--Container.
500 $a2-5 players ; approximately a 10-15 minute game.
521 $aWARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
521 8 $aAges 4-99.
520 $aThe jungle is in disarray as the animals have lost their partners! Only the colorful
magic bird soaring high over the treetops has a good overview. His magic feathers float
down gently helping to bring the animals together again. Who will help the magic bird find
the matching pairs by blowing his feathers onto the animals? See who has a good memory
and can, with a bit of skill and luck, collect the most matching animal pairs.
650 0 $aBirds $vGames
650 0 $aFeathers $vGames.
650 0 $aAnimals $vGames.
650 0 $aMatching games $vGames.
655 7 $aBoard games. $2local

